Azure Migration Program

Simplify your move to the cloud with best-practices guidance, direct access to Azure engineers,
tools and subsidized partner services.
Migrate workloads to Azure with confidence.

Cloud migration assistance that can lower costs and reduce risk
Flexible to meet your unique needs
• Move infrastructure, databases and
applications to Azure on your timeline, with
customer-prioritized workloads
• Use the eligible partner of your choice, or
Microsoft can help you match with a
specialized partner
• Leverage Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption
Framework for Azure for security, governance,
data, and networking design

Cost-effective to meet your budget
• Brush up cloud skills with subsidized Azure
technical training delivered through Microsoft
Learning and accredited partners
• Qualify for Azure credits for running your
migration test environment until you turn off
old servers
• Receive subsidized partner services for
assessment and migration

Program benefits
Count on a proven methodology
and best practices

Access in-depth assistance from
Azure engineering

Gain new skills with technical
training courses

Receive offers for reducing
migration costs

Get free cloud migration tools
from Azure

Connect with specialized
migration partners

The confidence of hands-on help
• Get direct assistance from FastTrack for Azure
engineers to help plan your migration and design
your landing zone
• Engage with Azure Experts MSPs and Advanced
Specialization partners with demonstrated
competencies proven through high level
Microsoft certification
• Your chosen partner can support you on an ongoing
basis after your initial project to continue to migrate
additional workloads and optimize

“We are on a multi-year transformation journey, and cloud migration is an
important first step. Azure Migration Program offered the right mix of
training, best practice guidance, tooling, and specialized partners to best
meet our needs. Importantly, Microsoft was prepared to work hand-in-hand
with us and showed deep commitment to our success.”
Marc Gunter
Vice President of Infrastructure, Planning, and Engineering at CIBC

Explore the Azure Migration Program

Flexible to meet your unique needs. Cost-effective to meet your budget.
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Sign up
Tell us about your migration
project at https://arxus.eu.

Learn more
A Microsoft expert will define the right mix of
resources and advise you on next steps.

Migrate and maximize your ROI
We will help you assess and migrate your workloads to Azure. In addition, we’ll
provide you with guidance to ensure your workloads are secure, well-managed and
kept cost-optimized on an ongoing basis.

Define strategy

Get help at every
stage of your cloud
migration journey

Let’s go forward, together.
Sign up at https://arxus.eu
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